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David: So, let's talk marketing.

Kevin: Yeah.

D: A little bit. I did my research, you did your first infomercial in 1985.

K: Yeah, give or take. It might have been a year earlier, but give or take, yeah.

D: What was the product that you were selling? You already told the story about how it 
came about. What were you selling? Give us a little snapshot of it in 1985.

K: It's a long story, but this is very interesting, because when I first, you said '85, but 
actually before that, and this is why there's a confusion sometimes out of the marketplace 
on the year, before '85 I was actually a business broker, selling pizza parlors and 
delicatessens, flower shops, laundromats, and I actually did infomercials to sell 
businesses, to generate leads for the businesses that I was selling. 

It was called the Own Your Own Business Show. We put it on local television. 

Like you sometimes will see a real estate show where they show house after house after 
house. I was the host of the show and said, "Welcome. It's the American dream, own your 
own business. It's Kevin Harrington. 

You want to own your own business? We've got 20 to show you today. We showed them 
Joe's Pizza Parlor and the laundromat and the flower shop. And generating leads for my 
sales team. So those were the early infomercials that I did. This actually is dating into 
1983-84. 

D: Local? Or was it -

K: In just Cincinnati, Ohio.

D: Really?

K: Right. Then I said, if I can sell $150,000 pizza parlor, why not a $20 night set. So here I 
was at the Philadelphia Home Show -

D: Sometimes it's easier to sell something more expensive than it is to - <laughs>

K: I'm watching the guy cut through a Coca-Cola can with what was called the Ginsu knife, 

K: So yeah. That was the beginning.

D: It's amazing what one relationship - I learned from some of your friends out there in the 
studio that you're a part of masterminds. It's like, go figure, the guy who's got amazing 
success is also this obsessive learner, right? But it's amazing, you know, we try to get people 
to come to live events. We try yo get to people to come and get out of their houses. 

Get out from behind your computer. 

Go meet some people, because you never know what one relationship can do. You and the 
banker, you and this guy who then introduced you to all these other million, multimillion 
dollar brands.

K: The thing we learned here, this is when Zig Ziglar became a part of my life, because Zig 
said, if the selling price is here, but the value is here, you're not going to make the sale. So 
as you raise the value, let's take a Ginsu knife -

D: I was just watching Zig in your course. I was just hearing him say that.

K: So the value stacks. So you get two Ginsus for $19.95, but wait, there's moore. Six free 
steak knived, a paring knife, bread knife -

D: You're like, take my money at this point.

K: So the value stack, you can make a new decision now. You weren't going to buy, because 
the value is here. Now, new decision, I've created much more value. Now I'm ready to buy. 
We would take a product that was closing at 50% of calls to an 80% close rate. 

Now we would make money. So Zig became a mentor to me back in the day, because I was 
buying all of his books and materials, and tapes, watching Zig do his amazing things. 
Secrets of Closing The Sale had over 100 closes. 

We used many of them in our infomercials. 
D: Did he influence? Did that part, that piece that he taught, influence your decision to 
create that value stack?

K: Absolutely.

D: It did?

right? Then he was going through a muffle and a pair of sneakers.  I was watching this pitch, 
but like, people were throwing thousands of dollars at Arnold Morris, that's his name. I said, 
wait a minute, I do these 30 infomercials which we didn't even call them that at that time, 
these thirty minute shows. 

I was trying to explain to Arnold, you ever seen the late night, there's nothing on? I fill those 
times, right? And I said, but I'm filling it with these 30 minute infomercials on businesses. I 
want to put that product on there. So it was the Ginsu knife. 

So that's when we transitioned from lead generation to sell a business and into product 
sales. Then it just took off. The Ginsu took off. 

Then Arnold said, "You know, you sold me at the Philadelphia home show. Did you see any 
other guys doing their pitches?" There was a guy doing an automotive product. I said, no I 
didn't see him. He said, what if I introduce you to that guy? His name is Billy Mays. 

If I introduce you to him, would you give me a little piece of the action? 

K: So I said, Arnold, anybody you bring on, we'll cut a deal. Yes, you'll get covered. So 
Arnold made a fortune on the introductions that he made to me. Wally Nash had the 
Chinese Wok called the Great Wok of China. Sandy Mason had something called the 
Daily Mixer, and course Billy Mays had something. 

He had an automotive product. So boom! The rest is history. Because I was the guy the tied 
up all these pitch guys and demonstrators at the fairs and at the home shows way back, 
starting in the mid-80s all the way through into today. 

K: Anthony Sullivan was a pitch man, who pitched mops. We did Anthony's first infomercial. 

D: Oxi - he did OxiClean.

K: OxiClean with Billy. So Anthony -

D: I'm the guy who sits up late at night, who watches the infomercials. Not because I want to 
but, but because I want learn to pitch.

K: We've probably got your credit card.

D: Probably, right?

Make a decision. That's what Act Now is all about. Make the right decision, make the wrong 
decision, but don't make no decision. That's the worst, inaction.I would go to a conference. 
There's 500 people out in the crowd. 

Afterwards, one guy would come up. Hey, Kevin, I love what you talked about. I got this 
great idea. I had it for 10 years. I'm like, why? You had this idea for 10 years? Why didn't you 
do anything? Oh, I didn't have the money, I didn't think the timing was right. I'm like, you 
should've acted then, but now is the time. So make a decision. For 10 years you took no 
action. What good is that? He's not making any money. 

K: By the way, maybe it's not a going to be a great idea, but for 10 years he's thinking that it 
is. Find out 9 years ago that it is either a good one or not. Butt taking no action is the worst 
thing you can do.

D: My favorite, which I've watched every episode of Shark Tank twice, some of my favorite 
episodes are ones to where people come on the show to pitch, and they haven't done 
anything with the business in 20 years. 

There was one particular one, that the guy hadn't done anything in 20 years and many 
others who were just - I think that there's this huge problem, and a disconnect with people 
just you know, seeing the value of making a bad decision. 

There's value in that. Just like the value in failing.

KL Right.

D: And I think for me, I'm going to talk about that a lot more because I think people almost 
need permission to fail. Go out there and bust your head a couple of times.

K: It's okay to fail.

K: Oh yeah, absolutely. Yes. Remember, I talked about my curiosity. I'd go to bed with books, 
newspapers, and trade journals and read them until I fell asleep. To this day I still do that 
every night. It's a good way to get to sleep. I travel a lot, and so, I travel with -

D: So instead of scrolling Facebook, you're filling the tank.

K: Yes. Filling the tank. And I do some Internet searching, still.

D: I'm just talking about -

K: I'll go to Amazon and see the top selling items. I love to do that. 

D: I like to go on Facebook to try to scroll and look for ads.

K: There you go.

D: You know what I mean? Where can I better my edge?

K: Exactly.

D: So in 2009, you wrote a book.

K: Yes.

D: Act Now.

K: Act Now.

D: How to Turn Ideas Into Million Dollar Products. So many people in my life and my line of 
work, entrepreneurs just in general, get stuck in what I call career college mode. I'm hearing 
you constantly talk about you're out, you're doing, you're shaking hands, you're beating 
bushes, you're taking action. 

Today, you're taking action. We were waiting on you, because you're in there taking action. 
You're in the studio pitching. Talk a little bit about what not only as an action taker, because  
I tell people sometimes do something even if it's wrong for god sakes.

K: I've got a good one on that one. The best decision you can make is the right decision. 

The second best decision you can make the wrong decision. The third best decision is none. 
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K: So the value stack, you can make a new decision now. You weren't going to buy, because 
the value is here. Now, new decision, I've created much more value. Now I'm ready to buy. 
We would take a product that was closing at 50% of calls to an 80% close rate. 

Now we would make money. So Zig became a mentor to me back in the day, because I was 
buying all of his books and materials, and tapes, watching Zig do his amazing things. 
Secrets of Closing The Sale had over 100 closes. 

We used many of them in our infomercials. 
D: Did he influence? Did that part, that piece that he taught, influence your decision to 
create that value stack?

K: Absolutely.

D: It did?

right? Then he was going through a muffle and a pair of sneakers.  I was watching this pitch, 
but like, people were throwing thousands of dollars at Arnold Morris, that's his name. I said, 
wait a minute, I do these 30 infomercials which we didn't even call them that at that time, 
these thirty minute shows. 

I was trying to explain to Arnold, you ever seen the late night, there's nothing on? I fill those 
times, right? And I said, but I'm filling it with these 30 minute infomercials on businesses. I 
want to put that product on there. So it was the Ginsu knife. 

So that's when we transitioned from lead generation to sell a business and into product 
sales. Then it just took off. The Ginsu took off. 

Then Arnold said, "You know, you sold me at the Philadelphia home show. Did you see any 
other guys doing their pitches?" There was a guy doing an automotive product. I said, no I 
didn't see him. He said, what if I introduce you to that guy? His name is Billy Mays. 

If I introduce you to him, would you give me a little piece of the action? 

K: So I said, Arnold, anybody you bring on, we'll cut a deal. Yes, you'll get covered. So 
Arnold made a fortune on the introductions that he made to me. Wally Nash had the 
Chinese Wok called the Great Wok of China. Sandy Mason had something called the 
Daily Mixer, and course Billy Mays had something. 

He had an automotive product. So boom! The rest is history. Because I was the guy the tied 
up all these pitch guys and demonstrators at the fairs and at the home shows way back, 
starting in the mid-80s all the way through into today. 

K: Anthony Sullivan was a pitch man, who pitched mops. We did Anthony's first infomercial. 

D: Oxi - he did OxiClean.

K: OxiClean with Billy. So Anthony -

D: I'm the guy who sits up late at night, who watches the infomercials. Not because I want to 
but, but because I want learn to pitch.

K: We've probably got your credit card.

D: Probably, right?

Make a decision. That's what Act Now is all about. Make the right decision, make the wrong 
decision, but don't make no decision. That's the worst, inaction.I would go to a conference. 
There's 500 people out in the crowd. 

Afterwards, one guy would come up. Hey, Kevin, I love what you talked about. I got this 
great idea. I had it for 10 years. I'm like, why? You had this idea for 10 years? Why didn't you 
do anything? Oh, I didn't have the money, I didn't think the timing was right. I'm like, you 
should've acted then, but now is the time. So make a decision. For 10 years you took no 
action. What good is that? He's not making any money. 

K: By the way, maybe it's not a going to be a great idea, but for 10 years he's thinking that it 
is. Find out 9 years ago that it is either a good one or not. Butt taking no action is the worst 
thing you can do.

D: My favorite, which I've watched every episode of Shark Tank twice, some of my favorite 
episodes are ones to where people come on the show to pitch, and they haven't done 
anything with the business in 20 years. 

There was one particular one, that the guy hadn't done anything in 20 years and many 
others who were just - I think that there's this huge problem, and a disconnect with people 
just you know, seeing the value of making a bad decision. 

There's value in that. Just like the value in failing.

KL Right.

D: And I think for me, I'm going to talk about that a lot more because I think people almost 
need permission to fail. Go out there and bust your head a couple of times.

K: It's okay to fail.

K: Oh yeah, absolutely. Yes. Remember, I talked about my curiosity. I'd go to bed with books, 
newspapers, and trade journals and read them until I fell asleep. To this day I still do that 
every night. It's a good way to get to sleep. I travel a lot, and so, I travel with -

D: So instead of scrolling Facebook, you're filling the tank.

K: Yes. Filling the tank. And I do some Internet searching, still.

D: I'm just talking about -

K: I'll go to Amazon and see the top selling items. I love to do that. 

D: I like to go on Facebook to try to scroll and look for ads.

K: There you go.

D: You know what I mean? Where can I better my edge?

K: Exactly.

D: So in 2009, you wrote a book.

K: Yes.

D: Act Now.

K: Act Now.

D: How to Turn Ideas Into Million Dollar Products. So many people in my life and my line of 
work, entrepreneurs just in general, get stuck in what I call career college mode. I'm hearing 
you constantly talk about you're out, you're doing, you're shaking hands, you're beating 
bushes, you're taking action. 

Today, you're taking action. We were waiting on you, because you're in there taking action. 
You're in the studio pitching. Talk a little bit about what not only as an action taker, because  
I tell people sometimes do something even if it's wrong for god sakes.

K: I've got a good one on that one. The best decision you can make is the right decision. 

The second best decision you can make the wrong decision. The third best decision is none. 
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David: So, let's talk marketing.

Kevin: Yeah.

D: A little bit. I did my research, you did your first infomercial in 1985.

K: Yeah, give or take. It might have been a year earlier, but give or take, yeah.

D: What was the product that you were selling? You already told the story about how it 
came about. What were you selling? Give us a little snapshot of it in 1985.

K: It's a long story, but this is very interesting, because when I first, you said '85, but 
actually before that, and this is why there's a confusion sometimes out of the marketplace 
on the year, before '85 I was actually a business broker, selling pizza parlors and 
delicatessens, flower shops, laundromats, and I actually did infomercials to sell 
businesses, to generate leads for the businesses that I was selling. 

It was called the Own Your Own Business Show. We put it on local television. 

Like you sometimes will see a real estate show where they show house after house after 
house. I was the host of the show and said, "Welcome. It's the American dream, own your 
own business. It's Kevin Harrington. 

You want to own your own business? We've got 20 to show you today. We showed them 
Joe's Pizza Parlor and the laundromat and the flower shop. And generating leads for my 
sales team. So those were the early infomercials that I did. This actually is dating into 
1983-84. 

D: Local? Or was it -

K: In just Cincinnati, Ohio.

D: Really?

K: Right. Then I said, if I can sell $150,000 pizza parlor, why not a $20 night set. So here I 
was at the Philadelphia Home Show -

D: Sometimes it's easier to sell something more expensive than it is to - <laughs>

K: I'm watching the guy cut through a Coca-Cola can with what was called the Ginsu knife, 

K: So yeah. That was the beginning.

D: It's amazing what one relationship - I learned from some of your friends out there in the 
studio that you're a part of masterminds. It's like, go figure, the guy who's got amazing 
success is also this obsessive learner, right? But it's amazing, you know, we try to get people 
to come to live events. We try yo get to people to come and get out of their houses. 

Get out from behind your computer. 

Go meet some people, because you never know what one relationship can do. You and the 
banker, you and this guy who then introduced you to all these other million, multimillion 
dollar brands.

K: The thing we learned here, this is when Zig Ziglar became a part of my life, because Zig 
said, if the selling price is here, but the value is here, you're not going to make the sale. So 
as you raise the value, let's take a Ginsu knife -

D: I was just watching Zig in your course. I was just hearing him say that.

K: So the value stacks. So you get two Ginsus for $19.95, but wait, there's moore. Six free 
steak knived, a paring knife, bread knife -

D: You're like, take my money at this point.

K: So the value stack, you can make a new decision now. You weren't going to buy, because 
the value is here. Now, new decision, I've created much more value. Now I'm ready to buy. 
We would take a product that was closing at 50% of calls to an 80% close rate. 

Now we would make money. So Zig became a mentor to me back in the day, because I was 
buying all of his books and materials, and tapes, watching Zig do his amazing things. 
Secrets of Closing The Sale had over 100 closes. 

We used many of them in our infomercials. 
D: Did he influence? Did that part, that piece that he taught, influence your decision to 
create that value stack?

K: Absolutely.

D: It did?

right? Then he was going through a muffle and a pair of sneakers.  I was watching this pitch, 
but like, people were throwing thousands of dollars at Arnold Morris, that's his name. I said, 
wait a minute, I do these 30 infomercials which we didn't even call them that at that time, 
these thirty minute shows. 

I was trying to explain to Arnold, you ever seen the late night, there's nothing on? I fill those 
times, right? And I said, but I'm filling it with these 30 minute infomercials on businesses. I 
want to put that product on there. So it was the Ginsu knife. 

So that's when we transitioned from lead generation to sell a business and into product 
sales. Then it just took off. The Ginsu took off. 

Then Arnold said, "You know, you sold me at the Philadelphia home show. Did you see any 
other guys doing their pitches?" There was a guy doing an automotive product. I said, no I 
didn't see him. He said, what if I introduce you to that guy? His name is Billy Mays. 

If I introduce you to him, would you give me a little piece of the action? 

K: So I said, Arnold, anybody you bring on, we'll cut a deal. Yes, you'll get covered. So 
Arnold made a fortune on the introductions that he made to me. Wally Nash had the 
Chinese Wok called the Great Wok of China. Sandy Mason had something called the 
Daily Mixer, and course Billy Mays had something. 

He had an automotive product. So boom! The rest is history. Because I was the guy the tied 
up all these pitch guys and demonstrators at the fairs and at the home shows way back, 
starting in the mid-80s all the way through into today. 

K: Anthony Sullivan was a pitch man, who pitched mops. We did Anthony's first infomercial. 

D: Oxi - he did OxiClean.

K: OxiClean with Billy. So Anthony -

D: I'm the guy who sits up late at night, who watches the infomercials. Not because I want to 
but, but because I want learn to pitch.

K: We've probably got your credit card.

D: Probably, right?

Make a decision. That's what Act Now is all about. Make the right decision, make the wrong 
decision, but don't make no decision. That's the worst, inaction.I would go to a conference. 
There's 500 people out in the crowd. 

Afterwards, one guy would come up. Hey, Kevin, I love what you talked about. I got this 
great idea. I had it for 10 years. I'm like, why? You had this idea for 10 years? Why didn't you 
do anything? Oh, I didn't have the money, I didn't think the timing was right. I'm like, you 
should've acted then, but now is the time. So make a decision. For 10 years you took no 
action. What good is that? He's not making any money. 

K: By the way, maybe it's not a going to be a great idea, but for 10 years he's thinking that it 
is. Find out 9 years ago that it is either a good one or not. Butt taking no action is the worst 
thing you can do.

D: My favorite, which I've watched every episode of Shark Tank twice, some of my favorite 
episodes are ones to where people come on the show to pitch, and they haven't done 
anything with the business in 20 years. 

There was one particular one, that the guy hadn't done anything in 20 years and many 
others who were just - I think that there's this huge problem, and a disconnect with people 
just you know, seeing the value of making a bad decision. 

There's value in that. Just like the value in failing.

KL Right.

D: And I think for me, I'm going to talk about that a lot more because I think people almost 
need permission to fail. Go out there and bust your head a couple of times.

K: It's okay to fail.

K: Oh yeah, absolutely. Yes. Remember, I talked about my curiosity. I'd go to bed with books, 
newspapers, and trade journals and read them until I fell asleep. To this day I still do that 
every night. It's a good way to get to sleep. I travel a lot, and so, I travel with -

D: So instead of scrolling Facebook, you're filling the tank.

K: Yes. Filling the tank. And I do some Internet searching, still.

D: I'm just talking about -

K: I'll go to Amazon and see the top selling items. I love to do that. 

D: I like to go on Facebook to try to scroll and look for ads.

K: There you go.

D: You know what I mean? Where can I better my edge?

K: Exactly.

D: So in 2009, you wrote a book.

K: Yes.

D: Act Now.

K: Act Now.

D: How to Turn Ideas Into Million Dollar Products. So many people in my life and my line of 
work, entrepreneurs just in general, get stuck in what I call career college mode. I'm hearing 
you constantly talk about you're out, you're doing, you're shaking hands, you're beating 
bushes, you're taking action. 

Today, you're taking action. We were waiting on you, because you're in there taking action. 
You're in the studio pitching. Talk a little bit about what not only as an action taker, because  
I tell people sometimes do something even if it's wrong for god sakes.

K: I've got a good one on that one. The best decision you can make is the right decision. 

The second best decision you can make the wrong decision. The third best decision is none. 
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